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Abstract 24	

The observation of widespread seismic discontinuities within Archean and 25	

Proterozoic lithosphere is intriguing, as their presence may shed light on the formation 26	

and early evolution of cratons. A clear explanation for the discontinuities, which 27	

generally manifest as a sharp decrease in seismic velocity with depth, remains elusive. 28	

Recent work has suggested that mid-lithospheric discontinuities (MLDs) may correspond 29	

to a sharp gradient in seismic anisotropy, produced via deformation associated with 30	

craton formation. Here we test this hypothesis beneath the Archean Superior and 31	

Wyoming Provinces using anisotropic Ps receiver function (RF) analysis to characterize 32	

the relationship between MLDs and seismic anisotropy. We computed radial and 33	

transverse component RFs for 13 long-running seismic stations. Of these, six stations 34	

with particularly clear signals were analyzed using a harmonic regression technique. In 35	

agreement with previous studies, we find evidence for multiple MLDs within the cratonic 36	

lithosphere of the Wyoming and Superior Provinces. Our harmonic regression results 37	

reveal that 1) MLDs can be primarily explained by an isotropic negative velocity 38	

gradient, 2) multiple anisotropic boundaries exist within the lithospheric mantle, 3) the 39	

isotropic MLD and the anisotropic boundaries do not necessarily occur at the same 40	

depths, and 4) the depth and geometry of the anisotropic boundaries vary among stations. 41	

We infer that the MLD does not directly correspond to a change in anisotropy within the 42	

mantle lithosphere. Furthermore, our results reveal a surprising level of complexity 43	

within the cratonic lithospheric mantle, suggesting that the processes responsible for 44	

shaping surface geology produce similar structural complexity at depth.  45	

 46	
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1. Introduction 47	

A defining characteristic of the cratonic upper mantle is the faster than average 48	

seismic wave speeds down to depths of 150-200 km or more, as evidenced by 49	

tomographic models [e.g., Kustowski et al., 2008; Nettles and Dziewonski, 2008; 50	

Simmons et al., 2010; Lekic and Romanowicz, 2011; Ritsema et al., 2011; French et al., 51	

2013; Moulik and Ekström, 2014; Schaeffer and Lebedev, 2014]. The fast velocities are 52	

likely due to a number of factors, including cooler temperatures and a larger degree of 53	

chemical depletion [e.g., Jordan, 1978; Griffin et al., 1999; James et al., 2004; Lee, 54	

2006]. As a result, the cratons have a neutrally buoyant mantle keel [Jordan, 1978], 55	

capable of withstanding thermal, mechanical and chemical erosion over long time periods 56	

[e.g., Lenardic and Moresi, 1999; Shapiro et al., 1999; King, 2005].  57	

Within the cratonic mantle there is evidence for widespread, discrete, negative 58	

velocity gradients (that is, a velocity decrease with increasing depth) at depths of 80 to 59	

150 km [Dueker et al., 2001; Thybo, 2006; Wittlinger and Farra, 2007; Chen, 2009; 60	

Rychert and Shearer, 2009; Abt, et al., 2010; Fischer et al., 2010; Ford et al., 2010; 61	

Miller and Eaton, 2010; Kind et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2012, 2013; Wolbern et al., 62	

2012; Bodin et al., 2013; Hansen et al., 2013; Lekic and Fischer, 2014; Sodoudi et al., 63	

2013; Foster et al., 2014; Hopper et al., 2014; Hopper and Fischer, 2015; Porritt et al., 64	

2015]. These negative velocity gradients are commonly referred to as mid-lithospheric 65	

discontinuities (MLDs). The term was originally defined by Abt et al. [2010] using Sp 66	

receiver function analysis in North America; however, a mid-lithospheric negative 67	

velocity gradient has also been referred to as the 8° discontinuity [e.g., Chu et al., 2012]. 68	

Mid-lithospheric discontinuities have been the subject of intense interest in part because 69	
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of their appearance in old and tectonically stable continental lithosphere, as well as their 70	

near ubiquity [see Selway et al. [2015] for a review]. Several different mechanisms have 71	

been proposed to account for the presence of MLDs in the lithosphere, including a 72	

change in composition [e.g., Ford et al., 2010; Yuan and Romanowicz, 2010; Wolburn et 73	

al., 2012; Sodoudi et al., 2013; Foster et al., 2014; Hopper and Fischer, 2015], a 74	

transition to anelastic grain boundary sliding [Karato, 2012; Karato et al., 2015], and a 75	

boundary in seismic anisotropy [Yuan et al., 2011; Sodoudi et al., 2013; Wirth and Long, 76	

2014], perhaps due to inherited deformation structures [e.g., Cooper and Miller, 2014].. 77	

While the presence of “frozen-in” anisotropic structure in the mantle lithosphere 78	

due to past tectonic events has been well established [e.g., Silver, 1996; Savage, 1999; 79	

Fouch and Rondenay, 2006], more recent work has focused on the possible connection 80	

between the MLD and gradients in azimuthal anisotropy [Yuan et al., 2011; Wirth and 81	

Long, 2014]. One significant issue in attributing MLDs solely to contrasts in seismic 82	

anisotropy with depth is that while MLDs appear to be ubiquitous, variations in azimuthal 83	

anisotropy in the mantle lithosphere are thought to arise from regional tectonic processes 84	

[e.g., Bostock, 1998; Simons and van der Hilst, 2003; Silver et al., 2004; Fouch and 85	

Rondenay, 2006]. It is also unclear as to how a boundary in azimuthal anisotropy (in the 86	

absence of an isotropic wavespeed gradient) can produce a consistently negative phase in 87	

Sp receiver function analysis, the most frequently used MLD imaging tool [Selway et al., 88	

2015], and more work is required to understand the effects of anisotropy on S-to-P 89	

converted phases. 90	

Receiver function (RF) analysis is a seismic imaging method used to characterize 91	

discontinuities within the crust, upper mantle and transition zone [e.g., Langston, 1979]. 92	
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The method relies on the partial scattering of an incoming wave to a converted phase to 93	

infer information about the depth and impendence contrast of the seismic boundary. In 94	

practice this is done through the deconvolution of the incoming wave (e.g., P for Ps) from 95	

the scattered phase component (e.g., radial or transverse for Ps), thus removing 96	

instrument and source effects. A distinct advantage of this analysis relative to other 97	

methods, such as surface wave tomography or shear wave splitting analysis, is the 98	

sensitivity of receiver functions to sharp gradients in structure with depth (that is, seismic 99	

discontinuities), making it ideal for use in regions where multiple layers or depth-100	

dependent anisotropy are thought to exist. 101	

A number of different phases can be used to compute receiver functions, 102	

including direct telesesimic P-waves [e.g., Bostock, 1998; Li et al., 2000; Collins et al., 103	

2002; Rychert et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2006; Rychert and Shearer, 2009; Ozacar et al., 104	

2008; Abt et al., 2010; Ford et al., 2010; Wirth and Long, 2012, 2014] and S-waves [e.g., 105	

Oreshin et al., 2002; Vinnik et al., 2005; Sodoudi et al., 2006; Heit et al., 2007; Kumar et 106	

al., 2007; Li et al., 2007; Hansen et al. 2009; Abt et al., 2010; Ford et al., 2010, 2014; 107	

Lekic and Fischer, 2014; Hopper et al., 2014]. One advantage of P-to-S (Ps) receiver 108	

function analysis is that the behavior of the receiver functions in the presence of 109	

anisotropy is well known [e.g., Levin and Park, 1997, 1998; Savage, 1998; Bostock, 110	

1998; Fredericksen and Bostock, 2000]. More specifically, at a flat-lying, isotropic 111	

boundary, coupling between the P and SV wavefields results in P-to-SV scattering. When 112	

anisotropy is present, coupling occurs between P-SV, and SH waves. Ps receiver function 113	

analysis can utilize these conversions by calculating both the radial (P-SV) and transverse 114	

(P-SH) component receiver functions. This type of analysis has been used to characterize 115	
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anisotropic structure in a number of tectonic settings [e.g., Bostock, 1998; Park et al., 116	

2004; Schulte-Pelkum et al., 2005; Mercier et al., 2008; Snyder, 2008; Nikulin et al., 117	

2009; Ozacar and Zandt, 2009; Porter et al., 2011; Song and Kim, 2012; Wirth and 118	

Long, 2012, 2014; Yuan and Levin, 2014].  119	

In this study we utilize Ps anisotropic receiver function analysis to image isotropic 120	

and anisotropic structure within the Wyoming and Superior Provinces of continental 121	

North America. The primary objective in this analysis is to characterize the relationship 122	

between the inferred MLD and any observed anisotropy, in hopes of better understanding 123	

the origin of the MLD and the processes involved in the formation and early evolution of 124	

the continental lithosphere. In particular, we aim to test the hypothesis that the MLD 125	

corresponds to, or is co-located with, a contrast in seismic anisotropy at depth within 126	

continental lithosphere, as suggested by previous studies [Yuan et al., 2011; Wirth and 127	

Long, 2014].  128	

 129	

2. Tectonic setting 130	

Laurentia, the core of the present-day North American continent, was formed 131	

during the Paleoproterozoic when several Archean-aged cratons were assembled through 132	

a series of accretionary events [e.g., Hoffman, 1988; Whitmeyer and Karlstrom, 2007]. 133	

The most significant of these was the Trans-Hudson orogeny, which lasted from 1.85-134	

1.78 Ga [Whitmeyer and Karlstrom, 2007]. The Archean elements included the Hearne, 135	

Superior, and Wyoming Provinces, along with several smaller fragments including the 136	

Medicine Hat Block [Whitmeyer and Karlstrom, 2007]. Today, the Wyoming craton is 137	

located primarily within Wyoming and Montana, while the Superior craton is set within 138	
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the upper Midwest and in parts of present day Ontario, Quebec and eastern Manitoba 139	

(Figure 1). 140	

The histories of the Superior and Wyoming cratons extend well into the Archean, 141	

with unique but complimentary modes of formation. The Superior province is composed 142	

of a number of Neo- to Mesoarchean (2.5-3.4 Ga) subprovinces, ranging from high-grade 143	

gneiss in the northern and southern portions of the province to interlacing plutonic, 144	

volcano-plutonic and metasedimentary regions in its center [e.g., Card, 1990]. The 145	

subprovinces are generally east-west trending and are divided by faults that extend across 146	

the width of the province, and are frequently correlated with Moho offsets at depth and 147	

north-dipping structure [Hall and Brisbin, 1982; Musacchio et al., 2004; Percival et al., 148	

2006], supporting a model of progressive accretion.  149	

Similar to the Superior, the Wyoming province is itself composed of three 150	

subprovinces, with the oldest, the Montana metasedimentary province, having rock ages 151	

of 3.3-3.5 Ga [Mueller et al. 1993]. The Southern Accreted Terranes to the south are the 152	

youngest in age and are thought to be the result of magmatic activity occurring along an 153	

active margin [Frost et al., 1998]. Situated to the north of the Wyoming province, and 154	

separated by the Great Falls Tectonic Zone (GFTZ), is the Archean-aged Medicine Hat 155	

Block. The relationships among the Wyoming Craton, Medicine Hat Block and GFTZ are 156	

somewhat unclear, with some interpreting the Medicine Hat Block as belonging to the 157	

Hearne Province to the north prior to collision with the Wyoming Craton [Boerner et al., 158	

1998]. An alternative interpretation is that the Medicine Hat Block is more closely 159	

affiliated with the Wyoming Province [Eaton et al., 1999]. The GFTZ is defined as a 160	

series of northeast trending geologic features, including faults [O’Neill and Lopez, 1985], 161	
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which have been described as being due to a deep-seated, lithospheric-scale suture or 162	

intracontinental shear zone [Boerner et al., 1998]. 163	

The tectonic evolution of the Wyoming and Superior provinces has varied 164	

considerably since the Proterozoic. While the Superior Province experienced Grenville-165	

aged rifting (~1.1 Ga) [e.g., Schmus and Hinze, 1985; Whitmeyer and Karlstrom, 2007], 166	

the Wyoming Craton was modified by Laramide-aged basement-cored uplifts [e.g., 167	

Dickinson, 1985]. The deformation resulting from the Laramide Orogeny included the 168	

uplift of many present-day mountain ranges in the Wyoming-Montana region, including 169	

the Beartooth Mountains in south central Montana, the Wind River Range in west central 170	

Wyoming, the Bighorn Mountains in north central Wyoming, and the Black Hills of 171	

western South Dakota. As a result of the tectonic activity, Cretaceous-aged marine 172	

sediments can now be found at an average elevation of 2 km [Cross and Pilger, 1978]. 173	

Deformation-related structures of the Laramide are generally well characterized in the 174	

shallow to deep crust [Smithson et al., 1979; Brewer et al., 1980; Allmendinger et al., 175	

1982], and to a lesser extent at the Moho and in the uppermost mantle [e.g., Snelson et 176	

al., 1998; Hansen and Dueker, 2009; Yeck et al., 2014]. Lithospheric modification in 177	

deeper parts of the mantle lithosphere have also been proposed [Bird, 1984]. Seismic 178	

tomography results indicate that both the Wyoming and Superior cratons are underlain by 179	

high velocity lithosphere to depths of 150 km or more, although there is some suggestion 180	

that wave speeds are generally slower beneath the Wyoming than the Superior [e.g., 181	

Schaeffer and Lebedev, 2014]. 182	

 183	

3. Data and methods 184	
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3.1 Data 185	

We selected 13 broadband seismic stations from three different seismic networks 186	

(US, CN, TA) within the Wyoming and Superior craton regions for analysis (Figure 1). 187	

Station selection was based on the length of operation and relative geographical 188	

distribution. Ideally, stations would have 10+ years of data. In the case of several stations 189	

only ~9 years of data was available (AGMN, ECSD, EGMT, MDND) and in two cases, 190	

less than 8 years of data (K22A and SUSD). Waveform data was acquired from the 191	

Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) Data Management Center 192	

(DMC) using the Standing Order for Data  (SOD) tool [Owens et al., 2004], available at 193	

http://www.seis.sc.edu/sod/. We selected events of magnitude Mw>=5.8, to ensure a 194	

good signal to noise ratio, from epicentral distances between 30° and 100° (Figure 2). 195	

The number of events used at each station, listed in Table 1, depends on the number of 196	

years of available data as well as waveform quality. 197	

 198	

3.2 Preprocessing 199	

In order to prepare the data for RF analysis, we first cut waveforms to equal 200	

length, then rotated into the radial, transverse and vertical orientations and bandpass 201	

filtered between 0.02-2 Hz. Seismograms were visually inspected for an unambiguous P-202	

wave arrival on the vertical and clear radial and transverse components using PASSCAL 203	

Quick Look (PQL), and the direct-P arrival for each event was manually picked using the 204	

Seismic Analysis Code (SAC). Prior to deconvolution, the components were rotated into 205	

the LQT reference frame to account for non-vertical incidence of the incoming direct P-206	

wave [e.g., Rondenay, 2009]. Without this correction, energy that should be mapped 207	
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entirely on the radial component (i.e. P-to-S conversions) will be partially mapped onto 208	

the vertical component. The rotation requires the assumption of a near-surface P-wave 209	

velocity, which was set to 6.5 km/s or 3.5 km/s, depending on whether or not the station 210	

is located within a sedimentary basin. Although all receiver function examples and results 211	

shown in this paper were calculated using the LQT coordinate system, for simplicity we 212	

refer to them hereinafter using the common terminology of radial and transverse 213	

component receiver functions. 214	

 215	

3.3 Receiver function methodology 216	

Receiver functions were calculated using a frequency domain multitaper 217	

correlation technique, referred to here as the multitaper method (MTM) [Park and Levin, 218	

2000]. In contrast to frequency domain deconvolution techniques that use spectral 219	

division and water level stabilization [e.g., Bostock, 1998], the deconvolution in MTM is 220	

achieved using a least-squares correlation between the eigenspectra of the R, T, and Z 221	

(more precisely, L, Q, and T) components. Before RF computation, waveforms were 222	

bandpass filtered with a high pass cutoff of 0.02 Hz and a variable low pass cutoff of 0.5, 223	

0.75 or 1 Hz.  After the individual RFs were calculated they were corrected for variations 224	

in slowness (i.e., epicentral distance) and stacked. For each station in our analysis, we 225	

first computed a single station radial component stack. We subsequently binned radial 226	

and transverse component RFs as a function of epicentral distance and back azimuth, 227	

using a bin spacing of 10° for both. Within each bin the individual RFs were weighted 228	

according to their uncertainties, which were estimated by the coherence between the LQT 229	

components in the frequency domain [Park and Levin, 2000].  We did not calculate 230	
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quantitative uncertainties for summed RFs in single-, epicentral distance- and 231	

backazimuth-binned stacks; however, uncertainties were quantified during the harmonic 232	

decomposition analysis via a bootstrap approach (see section 3.4). 233	

One significant limitation of the MTM is that the amplitude of the time series 234	

tapers off with increasing time, becoming unsuitable for delay times greater than 10 235	

seconds (after the direct P arrival) [Helffrich, 2006]. While this does not present a 236	

problem for studies of crustal or uppermost mantle structure [e.g., Liu et al., 2015], it is 237	

problematic for greater target depths.  The precise time window suitable for analysis 238	

varies depending on the input parameters used; a more complete discussion is contained 239	

in Park and Levin [2000]. In this study the analysis window (T) was set to 65 seconds, 240	

which significantly affects amplitudes at times greater than 9.75 seconds.  241	

One workaround to the time window limitation is to set the target analysis 242	

window to larger delay times; however, this approach yields incomplete results at small 243	

delay times. To address this limitation, we calculated the binned and summed RFs over a 244	

range of target delay times, specified as target depth, from 0 to 150 km, in 15 km 245	

increments. The receiver functions for each of the targeted depths were then spliced to 246	

form a single, continuous receiver function; the AK135 reference model [Kennett et al., 247	

1995] was used to transform the target depth to an estimated time window used for the 248	

splicing.  249	

 250	

3.4 Modeling anisotropy with harmonic stacking 251	

Key to the analysis of anisotropic receiver functions is the understanding of how 252	

boundaries in anisotropy produce systematic azimuthal variations in amplitude and 253	
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polarity on the transverse component [e.g., Levin and Park, 1998; Maupin and Park, 254	

2007; Eckhardt and Rabbel, 2011]. For example, at a boundary where isotropy transitions 255	

to a layer of horizontally oriented anisotropy, the amplitude variations with backazimuth 256	

on the transverse component follow what is commonly referred to as a four-lobed pattern, 257	

i.e., the polarity is flipped every 90° (an example is shown in Figure 3b). In the case of a 258	

dipping isotropic interface or a dipping anisotropic symmetry axis, a two-lobed pattern is 259	

observed, i.e. a polarity change every 180° (Figure 3b).  260	

In practice, visually identifying changes in amplitude as a function of back 261	

azimuth in real data can be challenging. Harmonic decomposition analysis [Shiomi and 262	

Park, 2008; Bianchi et al. 2010; Liu et al., 2015] can overcome the practical limitations 263	

of identifying changes in amplitude and polarity at a given delay time by performing a 264	

linear regression utilizing information from both radial and transverse component RFs. 265	

To perform the analysis, the amplitudes at a given delay time are modeled as being the 266	

result of the scaled summation of cos(kθ) and sin(kθ) terms, where k=0,1,2 and refers to 267	

the harmonic order, and θ corresponds to backazimuth. The constant term, k=0, signifies 268	

no dependence of amplitude on backazimuth and implies isotropic structure; k=1 and k=2 269	

represent a two- and four-lobed pattern of amplitude/polarity, respectively. The 270	

relationship between amplitude, backazimuth and harmonic order is given by Bianchi et 271	

al. [2010] and is expressed below: 272	
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, 274	

where R and T correspond to the radial and transverse component amplitudes at a given 275	

delay time for n given receiver functions, and A(t), B(t), C(t), D(t), and E(t) are the 276	

coefficients for the sin(kθ)and cos(kθ) terms. In this study, we applied the harmonic 277	

stacking technique to selected stations with particularly good backazimuthal coverage 278	

and clear RF signals, in order to discriminate among isotropic velocity changes, changes 279	

in the orientation of anisotropy, and dipping interfaces as potential causes of RF arrivals. 280	

To illustrate the relationships among anisotropic structure, receiver functions, and 281	

harmonic stacking we have computed receiver functions from synthetic seismograms 282	

[Fredriksen and Bostock, 2000] for three specific cases (Figure 3), which include changes 283	

in bulk velocity, as well as changes in anisotropy (both horizontal and dipping). For the 284	

first example (Figure 3; left hand column), a velocity increase is accompanied by a 285	

boundary in horizontally aligned anisotropy, with the fast axis of anisotropy oriented at 286	

90°. Since we observe a bulk (positive) change in velocity, a positive phase is observed 287	

along the radial component. Changes to the amplitude of the positive phase, in 288	

conjunction with the four-lobed pattern exhibited on the transverse component, indicate 289	

that horizontally aligned anisotropy is present. This pattern finds expression in the 290	
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harmonic decomposition, where energy is present on the constant term (k=0) due to the 291	

bulk change in velocity, as well as the cos(2θ) term. In the second example (Figure 3; 292	

middle column), the horizontal anisotropy is replaced by dipping anisotropy and the four-293	

lobed pattern becomes a two-lobed pattern with energy within the harmonic stack now 294	

present primarily on the constant and sin(θ) components, with a small amount of energy 295	

observed on the cos(2θ) component. Finally, we demonstrate the case where the interface 296	

in question is purely isotropic, but includes a dipping interface (Figure 3; far right 297	

column). The two-lobed pattern is again observed, with energy mapped onto the cos(θ) 298	

term. Additionally, a two-lobed pattern, with a polarity opposite the phase associated 299	

with the interface, is seen at 0 seconds delay time, and is a characteristic of dipping 300	

isotropic interfaces. This is characteristic manifests itself in the cos(θ) term as a phase at 301	

0 seconds delay time with a polarity opposite of the phase corresponding to the interface. 302	

 303	

 304	

4. Results 305	

We calculated Ps receiver functions for thirteen stations within (or near the 306	

boundaries of) the Wyoming and Superior Provinces. Of the thirteen stations, ten yielded 307	

interpretable results. This assessment was based on clear (although sometimes complex) 308	

Moho arrivals, a lack of “ringy” oscillations that are likely associated with the arrival of 309	

multiply scattered phases within the sedimentary column [e.g., Ford et al., 2010], and a 310	

sufficient back azimuthal distribution of data. The three stations at which no further 311	

analysis was performed were LKWY, located in the Yellowstone Caldera, and MDND 312	

and SUSD, which are both located within the Williston Basin. While we do not interpret 313	
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them further, the radial and transverse component RFs for these stations are included in 314	

the supplementary materials.  315	

Here we describe the RF results at the remaining ten stations, with an initial 316	

emphasis on the isotropic structure and a subsequent focus on the anisotropic structure, as 317	

inferred from the harmonic stacking analysis. In particular, we focus on the detailed 318	

interpretation of structure beneath six stations with excellent backazimuthal coverage and 319	

particularly clear RF traces; at these stations, we discuss the RF results and the modeling 320	

using harmonic decomposition in some detail. In order to illustrate the range of stacking 321	

approaches and plotting conventions that we discuss in this section, we show in Figure 4 322	

an example of RF results for a selected station (RSSD), including a single-bin radial RF 323	

stack, radial and transverse RFs plotted as a function of back azimuth, the modeled and 324	

unmodeled structure derived from the harmonic stacking analysis, and so-called rose 325	

plots [e.g., Wirth and Long, 2014] that illustrate the variations in transverse component 326	

amplitude as a function of backazimuth for selected times. 327	

 328	

4.1. Overview of isotropic structure 329	

Single-binned, radial component RFs computed with a low pass filter cutoff of 330	

0.75 Hz for ten stations are shown in Figure 5. From these stacked RFs, we picked the 331	

positive arrival that most likely corresponds to the Moho; these are marked on Figure 5 332	

and listed (as delay time in seconds) in Table 1. We also calculated and listed 333	

approximate Moho depths (in km) estimated from the 1D AK135 velocity model 334	

[Kennett et al., 1995]. We emphasize, however, that these depth estimates are 335	

approximate, and do not take into account 3D velocity structure and other potential 336	
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complexities which can change interface depth estimates by 5 km or more [e.g., Lekic et 337	

al., 2011]. However, the focus of this study is on mid-lithospheric discontinuities, and 338	

uncertainties estimates of LAB depth from tomography models are likely larger than any 339	

associated error from choosing AK135 as our migration model.  At some stations, 340	

reverberations from thick sedimentary sequences likely interfere with the Moho phase 341	

arrival [e.g., Yeck et al. 2013]. The average Moho arrival delay time among the ten 342	

stations analyzed is 5.4 s (~50 km), with a range of 3.9 s (ULM) to 6.5 s (LAO).  343	

We also picked delay times (and approximate depths) for negative phases that 344	

arrive after the Moho phase (and may correspond to MLDs or the LAB) from the stacked 345	

radial RFs, as shown in Figure 5 and listed in Table 1. While previously estimated depths 346	

to the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) in our study region vary, surface wave 347	

tomography results show that high velocity lithosphere extends to depths of ~200 km 348	

beneath our study area [e.g., Porritt et al., 2015]. Estimates based on Sp receiver 349	

functions put the LAB at depths of 150-200 in the western half of our study area and 200-350	

240 km in the eastern half [Foster et al., 2014], or else do not observe a coherent LAB 351	

phase [Abt et al., 2010; Hopper and Fischer, 2015]. At stations in our study, all of the 352	

negative phases imaged beneath the Moho correspond to an estimated depth of ~160 km 353	

or less, so we infer that these generally correspond to discontinuities within the mantle 354	

lithosphere itself. (There may be exceptions at stations such as K22A and EGMT in the 355	

westernmost part of our study area, where lithospheric thicknesses are smaller and the 356	

deeper discontinuities we infer may correspond to the LAB; even at these stations, 357	

however, we see also see evidence for shallower discontinuities within the lithosphere, 358	

Figure 4). To ensure that we are not incorrectly interpreting crustal or sedimentary basin 359	
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multiples (reverberations) as lithospheric structure, we also calculated the predicted 360	

arrival time of the multiples using the approximated depth of the Moho phase (and in one 361	

case the sediment-basement boundary phase) from the Ps receiver function. We see 362	

evidence for multiple MLDs at most stations; phases due to conversions at these 363	

discontinuities arrive over a range of times, with average values around ~9.4 s (91 km) 364	

and ~13.7 s (134 km) delay time, for the shallower and deeper MLD phases, respectively. 365	

Our inference of multiple MLDs beneath the Wyoming and Superior cratons is consistent 366	

with the recent work of Hopper and Fischer [2015].  367	

 368	

4.2. Overview of anisotropic structure inferred from harmonic stacking 369	

Sharp gradients in seismic anisotropy with depth have systematic effects on phase 370	

amplitude and timing on radial component RFs, but their effects are more readily 371	

apparent (and distinguishable from the effects of isotropic discontinuities) on the 372	

transverse components (see example in Figure 4). As discussed above, harmonic 373	

decomposition of both radial and transverse component RFs is a particularly useful tool 374	

for modeling the competing effects of flat-lying isotropic boundaries, dipping interfaces 375	

or dipping anisotropy, and flat-lying contrasts in anisotropic structure. In this study, we 376	

utilize harmonic stacking to aid us in the identification of potential boundaries in 377	

anisotropy.  378	

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the results of harmonic decomposition for a subset of six 379	

highest-quality stations: three from the Wyoming Province and three from the Superior 380	

Province. This selection of stations allows us to assess the variability both within and 381	

between each province. For each station, we show the amplitudes of the different 382	
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harmonic expansion terms as a function of delay time, along with the portion of the signal 383	

that cannot be modeled by a combination of cos(kθ) and sin(kθ) terms. Uncertainties for 384	

each of the terms were estimated using a bootstrap resampling method (resampled 100 385	

times). Delay times shown in Figures 5 and 6 are relative to that expected for an arrival 386	

originating at 90 km depth, rather than relative to the direct P arrival (the convention used 387	

in Figures 3-4 and 7-12). To minimize confusion, in the text we refer to the delay times 388	

relative to the direct P arrival. 389	

The absolute value of the amplitudes for each of the four non-constant terms (that 390	

is, the cos(kθ) and sin(kθ) terms, where k=1,2) were summed at each delay time in order 391	

to determine where coherent peaks in energy occur. These amplitude maxima are marked 392	

with gray lines in Figures 5-12, and are labeled with the approximated direct-P arrival 393	

delay time. Because of our focus on anisotropic structure of the mantle lithosphere, we 394	

focus on interpreting boundaries in anisotropy at delay times greater than the delay time 395	

of the Moho phase (as determined from the single-binned, radial component receiver 396	

functions shown in Figure 5). 397	

 The results of our harmonic decomposition for the Wyoming province stations 398	

(EGMT, K22A, and RSSD) are shown in Figure 6. We can make two simple initial 399	

observations for this group of stations: first, significant negative phase energy is present 400	

on the constant term (k=0) at MLD depths, indicating that the boundary requires an 401	

isotropic drop in velocity (or a change in radial anisotropy). Second, it is clear that both 402	

the proportion of energy distributed among the four non-constant expansion terms (k=1,2) 403	

and their arrival times vary between stations.  404	
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More specifically, the number of inferred anisotropic or dipping boundaries 405	

highlighted at each Wyoming Province station varies between two (RSSD) and five 406	

(EGMT) (recall that the boundaries are selected based on peaks in the summation of 407	

absolute amplitudes among the four non-constant components). Notably, there appears to 408	

be agreement between (isotropic) MLD delay times and anisotropic boundary delay times 409	

at each of the three stations, although we also infer the existence of anisotropic (and/or 410	

dipping) boundaries at delay times that are not associated with the MLD arrival. The 411	

amplitudes at EGMT are the largest (suggesting a strong influence from dipping or 412	

anisotropic structure), followed by RSSD. While evidence of anisotropy exists at K22A, 413	

the converted phase amplitudes appear substantially smaller, indicating weaker 414	

anisotropy and/or more gradual gradients. We observe no obvious correlations in the 415	

character of the k=1,2 expansion terms among the different stations. For example, EGMT 416	

and K22A have interfaces in anisotropy located at 7.2 s and 7.1 sec, respectively, but 417	

while both stations have a positive phase on the sin(2θ) component, and a negative on the 418	

cos(θ), the cos(2θ) and sin(θ) are approximately zero on K22A and negative/positive for 419	

station EGMT. Likewise, the boundary at 9.6 s for station EGMT has most energy 420	

contained on the sin(2θ) stack, while at 9.5 s at RSSD the largest amplitude phase is on 421	

the sin(θ) stack.  422	

 Harmonic stacking results for the three Superior Province stations are shown in 423	

Figure 7. Similar to the Wyoming Province, the Superior province stations show strong 424	

evidence for both an isotropic change in velocity associated with the MLD and 425	

anisotropic/dipping layering, with little consistency in the behavior of non-constant 426	

expansion term amplitudes between stations. For example, while we observe conversions 427	
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from a boundary at 12.8 s at both stations AGMN and ECSD, the polarities for each of 428	

the two stations are opposite on the sin(2θ) component, positive on the cos(θ) component 429	

at station AGMN, to significantly positive at ECSD. The number of highlighted 430	

boundaries ranges from two (at station ULM) to five (at station AGMN). More generally, 431	

the converted phase amplitudes are similar among the different stations, although station 432	

AGMN appears to have more energy on the scattered/unmodeled portion of the 433	

decomposed results, suggesting the presence of heterogeneities. Station ULM has a 434	

notable lack of modeled energy below 90 km, with the exception of a phase arriving at 435	

13.4 sec, which arrives within the same time window as the first crustal multiple (and 436	

thus may not be interpretable). 437	

 438	

4.3. Detailed results at individual stations 439	

The single-bin stacks shown in Figure 5, along with the harmonic decomposition 440	

results shown in Figures 5 and 6, give a general picture of our RF data and how 441	

lithospheric structure might vary laterally within our study region. In the following 442	

subsections, we describe in more detail the key features of our RF results for the six 443	

selected stations in the context of the local geologic and tectonic settings, along with our 444	

inferences on lithospheric structure beneath each station. While we do not discuss the 445	

results in detail for the remainder of the stations, RF data for those stations are shown in 446	

the supplemental materials. For each station discussed in this section, we show in Figures 447	

7-12 radial and transverse component RFs as a function of backazimuth, along with radial 448	

component RFs as a function of epicentral distance, which can be used to check for 449	

possible moveout of later arrivals that may be indicative of multiply scattered phases.  450	
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 451	

4.3.1. EGMT, Wyoming Province 452	

Station EGMT (Figure 8), located in north-central Montana, occupies the 453	

boundary between the Medicine Hat Block and the Great Falls Tectonic Zone (GFTZ), a 454	

tectonically active region (with recurrent movement since the Proterozoic) composed of 455	

northeast-trending, high-angle faults and shear zones [O’Neill and Lopez, 1985]. EGMT 456	

is also situated along the southern edge of the Bearpaw Mountains, a region of Laramide-457	

associated, high-K volcanism [e.g., MacDonald et al., 1992], with ages of 50-54 Ma  458	

[Marvin et al., 1980].  459	

The Moho phase at station EGMT arrives on the radial component RFs at a delay 460	

time of 5.3 s (~49 km) (Table 1). An additional positive arrival, likely corresponding to 461	

the bottom of a relatively thin (<1km) sedimentary sequence, is present at ~1 s delay 462	

time. Extensive negative phase energy is present on the radial component RFs (Figure 8), 463	

with a distinct trough at 7.6 s (~72 km) delay time, and a broad range of negative phase 464	

energy at ~11-17 s (~111-168 km). We interpret both of these negative arrivals as likely 465	

MLD phases, although it is possible that the latest arriving energy may correspond to the 466	

velocity drop at the LAB [Foster et al., 2014]. Harmonic stacking results at this station 467	

(Figure 6) indicate the presence of multiple boundaries in anisotropy and/or dipping 468	

structure, at approximately 5.4, 7.3, 11.2, 14.2 and 16.1 seconds. These inferred 469	

boundaries manifest themselves directly in the transverse component RFs as energy 470	

arriving within these time ranges, with amplitudes and polarities that vary with 471	

backazimuth (Figure 8). There is some agreement between the arrival times of the 472	

anisotropic/dipping boundaries and of the MLDs (Figure 8a), although arrivals due to 473	
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anisotropic or dipping boundaries are not confined exclusively to delay times associated 474	

with the MLDs. The most prominent polarity flip on the transverse component RFs is the 475	

one that occurs at 7.2 seconds, between 180-240 degrees back azimuth (Figure 8b; 476	

bottom panel). This boundary also appears prominently in the harmonic stack (Figure 6) 477	

at a relative (to 90 km) time of approximately -2.1 seconds. The presence of significant 478	

energy on the sin(2θ) component suggests that a contrast in azimuthal anisotropy is 479	

present. 480	

  481	

4.3.2. K22A, Wyoming Province 482	

K22A (Figure 9) is located in southern Wyoming, within the Archean craton. The 483	

station is situated on relatively thin sediment (<1 km [Yeck et al., 2014]) outside the 484	

southeastern edge of the Wind River Basin [Blackstone, 1993], and to the northwest of 485	

the Laramie Mountains. Both the Wind River Basin and the Laramie Mountains are the 486	

result of Laramide-associated deformation. 487	

 The Moho phase at station K22A arrives relatively late (6.2 sec), corresponding to 488	

approximately 58 km depth (Figure 9). Using Ps H-k stacking, and taking into account 489	

effects of sedimentary reverberations, Yeck et al. [2014] found the depth to the Moho at 490	

K22A to be 54±5.5 km, consistent with our results. From the single-binned, radial 491	

component Ps receiver function (Figure 5) we find two distinct negative phases 492	

(interpreted as MLDs) at 8.0 s (~76 km) and 15.3 s (~150 km), although there is 493	

considerable negative phase energy scattered throughout the time range of 8-15 seconds 494	

(Figure 9). Harmonic stacking results for station K22A (Figure 6) show a dearth of 495	

coherent, large amplitude phases on the θ or 2θ components beneath the Moho, 496	
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suggesting that this station does not overlie multiple strong contrasts in anisotropy within 497	

the lithosphere. However, we note that considerable energy is present on the cos(2θ) 498	

component near the Moho delay time, suggesting a contrast in azimuthal anisotropy 499	

across the Moho; this also manifests as a four-lobed pattern on the transverse component 500	

RFs (Figure 9b; bottom panel). Several small-amplitude phases, including arrivals at 501	

12.9, 15.2 and 17.0 seconds, exhibit some evidence for anisotropic and/or dipping 502	

structure, but the weak arrivals suggests that any contrasts are not strong. Compared to 503	

other stations in the Wyoming and Superior Provinces, the relatively high amplitudes 504	

seen in the unmodeled portions of the harmonic stack (Figure 6) compared to other 505	

stations in the Wyoming and Superior provinces suggests a stronger degree of lateral 506	

heterogeneity beneath K22A. 507	

 508	

4.3.3. RSSD, Wyoming Province 509	

 Located along the western flank of the Black Hills in South Dakota, station RSSD 510	

sits at the eastern edge of the Wyoming Province, near the Trans-Hudson orogen. While 511	

uncertainties exist in the timing and extent of deformation associated with the Trans-512	

Hudson orogeny [Dahl et al., 1999], the crystalline basement of the Black Hills is 513	

thought to consist of a north-trending zone of deformed, early Proterozoic continental 514	

margin material [Hoffman, 1989]. More recently, the Black Hills underwent deformation 515	

and uplift during the Laramide.  516	

 The Moho-converted phase at RSSD arrives on the radial component RFs at 5.7 s 517	

(~53 km) (Figure 10). Our estimate of Moho depth is greater than that estimated by the 518	

Earthscope Automated Receiver Survey (EARS) [Crotwell and Owens, 2005; IRIS DMC, 519	
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2010]; however, the H-k stacks at RSSD produce several local maxima, suggesting 520	

complex structure in the lower crust. Earlier results by Zandt and Ammon [1995] found 521	

that a range of crustal thicknesses from 46-52 km are compatible with the data. Negative 522	

phases observed at 9 s (~86 km) and 14.2 s (~139 km), are interpreted to be MLDs 523	

(Figure 10). Harmonic stacking results at RSSD (Figure 6) indicate the presence of 524	

multiple boundaries in anisotropy and/or dipping structure. Of the five most prominent 525	

boundaries, three (0.9 sec, 3.9 sec, and 5.2 sec) arrive before the Moho phase (Figure 6) 526	

and thus represent intracrustal structure. The phases associated with lithospheric structure 527	

arrive at 9.5 s and 12.8 sec; the first of these coincides with the earlier isotropic MLD 528	

arrival. Clear changes in transverse component RF polarity are evident at both delay 529	

times (Figure 10b; bottom panel). The boundary at 9.5 s exhibits evidence of 530	

contributions from both θ and 2θ components, while the boundary at 12.8 s appears to be 531	

dominated by the single θ expansion terms (Figure 6).  532	

 533	

4.3.4. ECSD, Superior Province 534	

 Station ECSD is located in southeastern South Dakota, within the Superior 535	

Province, on top of the Sioux Quartzite. The Sioux Quartzite, described as a chemically 536	

(super)mature quartz arenite formed during the late Paleoproterozoic  [e.g., Medaris et 537	

al., 2003; Whitmeyer and Karlstrom, 2007] underlies four northwest-trending basins 538	

[Southwick et al., 1986]. Based on the chemical maturity, the quartzite deposits have been 539	

interpreted as resulting from sedimentation on a passive continental margin in a 540	

tectonically stable setting. The quartzite rests noncomformably on Archean-aged Superior 541	

Province basement. 542	
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 The Moho phase arrives at station ECSD at a delay time of 5.4 s (~50 km) and a 543	

single negative phase, observed at 13.8 s (~135 km), is interpreted as the MLD (Figure 544	

11). A Moho depth estimate of 50 km from EARS is consistent with our results. In the 545	

harmonic stacks, three delay times are highlighted (7.5, 10.0, and 12.8 sec) at which 546	

considerable energy associated with anisotropy and/or dipping structure is present (Figure 547	

7). These delay times are also highlighted in the transverse component RFs (Figure 11b; 548	

bottom panel). Each of the boundaries has energy expressed on the θ and 2θ harmonic 549	

expansion components. Overall, the unmodeled amplitudes are small, indicating that 550	

scattering due to heterogeneity is not a significant issue beneath this station (Figure 7). 551	

Notably, while we infer both an isotropic MLD and a number of anisotropic/dipping 552	

boundaries within the mantle lithosphere beneath ECSD, these boundaries are not co-553	

located. 554	

 555	

4.3.5. AGMN, Superior Province 556	

 Station AGMN is located within the Wabigoon subprovince, which is a middle to 557	

late Archean volcanic/plutonic terrane found in northwestern Minnesota and southern 558	

Manitoba [Card, 1990]. The Moho phase at AGMN arrives at 5.2 s (~47 km), similar to 559	

the EARS estimate of 49 km. Negative radial component phase arrivals at 10.8 (~105 560	

km) and 16.1 (~158 km) are observed and interpreted to correspond to MLDs (Figure 561	

12). 562	

 Harmonic stacking results for station AGMN are dominated by a large-amplitude 563	

phase on the cos(θ) component at approximately 8.0 s delay time (relative to the direct P 564	

arrival). Several smaller-amplitude phases at 5.8 sec, 10.8 sec, 12.8 s and 15.5 s appear to 565	
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stack across the four non-constant harmonic expansion terms (Figure 7). Of these phases, 566	

two appear to arrive at or near the same times as the MLDs. In some instances, the 567	

amplitude of the unmodeled portion is equivalent to the amplitudes of the modeled 568	

results, suggesting scattering due to lateral heterogeneity. Clear evidence of polarity 569	

reversals is seen on the transverse component RFs (Figure 12b; bottom panel).  For 570	

example, the transverse component arrival at 8.0 seconds changes from negative to 571	

positive polarity at 30-40 degrees back azimuth, and from positive to negative polarity at 572	

175 to 180 (Figure 12b; bottom panel). We also observe a clear case of a four-lobed 573	

polarity flip, indicative of a contrast in azimuthal anisotropy, at 12.8 seconds. 574	

 575	

4.3.6. ULM, Superior Province 576	

Station ULM is located within the Wabigoon subprovince, as is station AGMN. 577	

The Moho phase arrival (Figure 13) at 3.9 s delay time (~35 km) agrees well with a 578	

previously estimated Moho depth from Ps receiver functions of 36±2 km [Abt et al., 579	

2010]. Two small-amplitude negative phases, interpreted as MLDs, are observed at delay 580	

times of 6.5 s (~61 km) and 8.6 s (~82 km) (Figure 13). These results are generally 581	

compatible with the Sp receiver function analysis of station ULM [Abt et al., 2010], 582	

where a broad range of negative energy is observed from ~70 to 115 km, with a peak in 583	

negative energy at 101±14 km.  584	

In addition to the Moho and MLD arrivals, harmonic stacking (Figure 7) indicates 585	

peaks in amplitude at 5.2 sec, 8.0 s and 13.4 s seconds. We disregard the peak at 13.4 s 586	

because of its arrival at the same delay time as that expected for the first crustal multiple, 587	

as illustrated by the epicentral distance bins in Figure 13a. The boundaries at 5.2 s and 588	
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8.0 s coincide with the timing of the MLD phases. There is some evidence of a polarity 589	

flip on the transverse component RFs at 125-130 degrees for the discontinuities at 5.2 590	

seconds; interestingly, however, no evidence of a polarity flip is visible at 8 s (Figure 591	

13b; bottom panel). According to the harmonic stacking (Figure 7), both discontinuities 592	

have energy expressed on the θ and 2θ expansion terms. 593	

 594	

 595	

5. Discussion 596	

5.1. Differentiating between dipping interfaces and dipping anisotropy 597	

A limitation of the harmonic regression analysis in this study, and in the analysis 598	

of transverse component receiver functions more generally, is the difficulty in 599	

discriminating between dipping isotropic interfaces contrasts in anisotropy with a dipping 600	

axis of symmetry. Both of these scenarios produce a 2-lobed polarity pattern with 601	

backazimuth on transverse component RFs, which is modeled with a single θ harmonic 602	

expansion term. Subtle variations between the two mechanisms do exist, and were 603	

explored in some detail by Levin and Park [1997], who noted that the most reliable 604	

discriminant is the appearance of subtle differences in delay times as a function of back 605	

azimuth. Variations in amplitude with back azimuth are also theoretically present, but are 606	

considerably less reliable due to scattering. However, without detailed forward modeling 607	

for the specific dip geometry of the interface and anisotropy direction, it is difficult to 608	

predict expected delay time offsets and compare them to RF observations, and the data 609	

may not be able to uniquely discriminate between the two scenarios. 610	

Another possible strategy for discriminating dipping interfaces from the presence 611	
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of dipping anisotropy is to examine the transverse component for evidence of SH arrival 612	

energy at zero delay time due to the refraction of the direct P arrival. If energy is present 613	

(and mirrors the signal at greater delay times), it indicates the presence of a dipping 614	

isotropic interface [e.g., Wirth and Long, 2012]. At some of our stations, such as RSSD, 615	

we do see evidence for coherent SH particle motion at zero delay time on the transverse 616	

component (Figure 10b; bottom panel). However, a difficulty in interpreting this arrival is 617	

the fact that at all of our stations we have evidence for multiple discontinuities, and that 618	

some of these discontinuities arrive at or before the Moho phase. Again, without detailed 619	

forward modeling it is difficult to determine which of the discontinuities represents a 620	

dipping interface [e.g., Shiomi and Park, 2008; Wirth and Long, 2014]. Despite the 621	

ambiguity inherent in the interpretation of the k=1 terms of the harmonic expansion, the 622	

interpretation of the k=0 (corresponding to an apparently isotropic velocity contrast) and 623	

k=2 (corresponding to a contrast in azimuthal anisotropy) terms is much more 624	

straightforward, and we focus on these in our subsequent discussion. 625	

 626	

5.2. Anisotropy and the mid-lithospheric discontinuity 627	

Our results indicate that the mid-lithospheric discontinuities beneath the 628	

Wyoming and Superior provinces require a velocity drop that does not vary with 629	

direction, as evidenced by the large constant component (k=0) in the harmonic expansion 630	

at the relevant arrival times. Put another way, the harmonic decomposition results make it 631	

clear that a boundary in azimuthal anisotropy cannot by itself explain the negative phases 632	

on the radial component RFs at the stations examined in this study. The simplest 633	

explanation for the large negative phase at mid-lithospheric depths in our study is that the 634	
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MLDs represent isotropic drops in velocity. While it is true that at some stations we do 635	

infer a contrast in anisotropy at depth(s) similar to the isotropic MLDs, a contrast in 636	

azimuthal anisotropy alone cannot explain our radial component RF results, nor do we 637	

observe this correspondence for all inferred MLD interfaces. 638	

Our inference that the MLD does not always and everywhere correspond to a 639	

contrast in azimuthal anisotropy beneath the Wyoming and Superior Provinces shares 640	

some similarities with previous studies of layered anisotropic structure in the mantle 641	

lithosphere beneath North America. Using similar analysis techniques to ours, Wirth and 642	

Long [2014] found that while there is an excellent correspondence in depth between the 643	

MLD and an inferred contrast in azimuthal anisotropy beneath the Granite-Rhyolite 644	

Province in the central United States, an isotropic velocity drop was required to fit the 645	

radial component RF observations. Likewise, tomographic imaging beneath North 646	

America suggests that a decrease in isotropic velocity at mid-lithospheric depths is 647	

required to fit the data [Yuan et al., 2011], although these models also exhibit a contrast 648	

in azimuthal anisotropy in the mid-lithosphere.  649	

What are the implications of our observations of multiple MLD arrivals that seem 650	

to require isotropic velocity drops within the lithosphere beneath our study area? While 651	

an isotropic velocity contrast at mid-lithospheric depths could be explained through 652	

thermally activated mechanisms such as anelastic grain boundary sliding [Karato, 2012; 653	

Karato et al., 2015], it is unclear as to whether the predicted amplitudes are large enough 654	

to match real data [Selway et al., 2015]. Detailed modeling of the velocity gradient at 655	

three stations directly south of our study area, but within a region exhibiting similar MLD 656	

characteristics (namely the presence multiple MLD phases), indicates that a drop of 6.5% 657	
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to 11% shear wave speed over 0 km depth is needed [Hopper and Fischer, 2015]. Such a 658	

gradient is unlikely to be explained with any other thermally activated mechanism. 659	

Instead, sharp changes in composition, possibly due to a layer(s) of frozen melt [e.g., 660	

Ford et al., 2010; Hopper and Fischer, 2015] or a layer of volatile-rich amphibole 661	

[Selway et al., 2015] or phlogopite [Hansen et al., 2015] appear to represent a more 662	

plausible mechanism, and may be consistent with evidence from xenoliths for a hydrous 663	

mineral layer at mid-lithospheric depths [Rader et al., 2015]. The presence of widespread 664	

Cenozoic aged volcanism throughout much of the western U.S., including locales such as 665	

the Bearpaw Mountains (station EGMT), also points to a potentially volatile rich mantle 666	

lithosphere, capable of producing a substantial drop in seismic velocity [Hansen et al., 667	

2015]. 668	

Another possible explanation, and one that we can only address indirectly, is that 669	

a boundary in radial anisotropy (that is, transverse isotropy with a vertical axis of 670	

symmetry, with no variations in velocity in the horizontal plane) is responsible for the 671	

apparent change in velocity at MLD depths. This mechanism has been proposed by others 672	

[e.g., Rychert and Shearer, 2009; Ford, 2013], but it still requires an argument for a 673	

widespread and consistent anisotropic geometry, despite the occurrence of regional 674	

tectonic events that can re-orient anisotropic fabrics [e.g., Jung et al., 2006; Selway et al., 675	

2015]. While radial anisotropy is likely present within the North American lithosphere, 676	

there is no evidence for a pervasive boundary or boundaries at mid-lithospheric depths 677	

[e.g., Nettles and Dziewonski, 2008; Yuan et al., 2011]. Furthermore, there appear to be 678	

large lateral variations in radial anisotropy within the Trans-Hudson orogeny [Yuan et al., 679	

2014] making an argument for widespread boundaries less likely.   680	
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 681	

5.3. Lateral variations in azimuthal anisotropy 682	

This study presents evidence for multiple layers of azimuthal anisotropy within 683	

the mantle lithosphere beneath most stations in our study area. Our inference of 684	

significant lithospheric anisotropy is consistent with conclusions from comparisons 685	

between shear wave splitting and absolute plate motion in our study region, which seem 686	

to require a lithospheric contribution and indicate the presence of lateral variations [e.g., 687	

Hongsresawat et al., 2015]; however, the RF technique used in this study can place much 688	

tighter constraints on the depth of anisotropy. In the presence of a single layer of 689	

anisotropy juxtaposed next to an isotropic interface, we would be able to use the 690	

variations in back azimuthal distribution to infer anisotropy orientation without detailed 691	

forward modeling, since the relationship between fast axis direction and results are clear 692	

(Figure 3). However, the presence of multiple anisotropic and/or dipping interfaces yields 693	

significantly more complicated results. Figure 14 presents a handful of cases in which 694	

two layers of varying anisotropic orientation are vertically juxtaposed. The resulting 695	

variations in phase amplitude and timing deviate from the simple  and 2 patterns 696	

presented in Figure 3 and more closely replicate the complexity observed in our results, 697	

where most of the interfaces appeared to exhibit evidence for contributions from both the 698	

 and 2 terms.  699	

Our results also demonstrate that the depth and geometry of the anisotropic 700	

interfaces vary regionally, with striking differences in anisotropic structure among 701	

individual stations. This observation is perhaps most clearly demonstrated in the 702	

summary of our results shown in Figure 15, which shows our stations ordered from west 703	
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(left) to east (right). We show a rose plot for each interface at which we infer a contrast in 704	

anisotropy, illustrating the variations in transverse component RF amplitude and polarity 705	

as a function of backazimuth, along with a model of the variations derived from the 706	

harmonic decomposition results. Regardless of whether we compare these rose plots for a 707	

given delay time (e.g., all interfaces between 7 and 8 seconds), or at the times associated 708	

with the isotropic MLD (gray boxes in Figure 15, ±0.5 seconds), we see little evidence 709	

for similarities in anisotropic (and/or dipping structure) signature among different 710	

stations. Rather, the comparisons in Figure 15 make it clear that layered anisotropic 711	

structure in the mantle lithosphere exhibits significant lateral variations within and 712	

between the Wyoming and Superior Provinces. 713	

This aspect of our conclusions contrasts with previous inferences of the geometry 714	

of lithospheric anisotropy (and its lateral variability) beneath continental North America.  715	

Specifically, Yuan and Romanowicz [2010] suggested the presence of a continent-wide 716	

anisotropic boundary in the mid-lithosphere based on the joint inversion of SKS splitting 717	

and surface wave dispersion. One potential reason for this apparent discrepancy may be 718	

the differences in sensitivity between methods. While receiver function analysis is 719	

capable of imaging sharp gradients, it is insensitive to gradual changes, which are better 720	

characterized with surface wave tomography. 721	

A comparison of our results to those obtained using similar analysis techniques 722	

elsewhere show areas of agreement as well as contrast. Schulte-Pelkum and Mahan 723	

[2014] performed an analysis similar to the one described in our study, and mapped 724	

amplitudes and directions for the  component (referred to as degree-1 signal) and 2 725	

component (referred to as degree-2 signal) across the United States at crustal depths. In 726	
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their analysis, both  and 2 components are present to varying degrees, and exhibit 727	

regional dependence. Overall, the coherence between stations in a given region are larger 728	

than what we observe, but that may be due to their denser sampling, as well as the focus 729	

on crustal structure. At four long-running stations located within the Proterozoic Granite-730	

Rhyolite province of North America, Wirth and Long [2014] uncovered a consistent 731	

contrast in anisotropy at mid-lithospheric depths with similar geometry (consistent with a 732	

north to northwest trending axis of horizontal symmetry in the upper mantle lithosphere). 733	

This observation supports a model of fabric development tied to a series of subduction or 734	

underthrusting-type events, similar to those inferred in the Canadian Shield [e.g., 735	

Bostock, 1998; Mercier et al., 2008; Snyder, 2008]. Given the history of the Wyoming 736	

and Superior cratons, it is possible that anisotropy observed in this study results in part 737	

from similar processes, but the lack of widespread, regionally coherent anisotropic 738	

layering contrasts with the structure observed beneath the Granite-Rhyolite province. 739	

Without performing detailed forward modeling for each individual station we cannot 740	

characterize the orientation of anisotropy in each layer, but such modeling represents an 741	

important target for future work.  742	

We can suggest three possible explanations for the difference in regional 743	

coherence between our results and those of Wirth and Long [2014] for the Granite-744	

Rhyolite province. The first possibility is that the region sampled by our study is 745	

significantly larger than that of Wirth and Long [2014], increasing the probability of 746	

imaging variations in lateral structure. Another possibility is that the anisotropic structure 747	

of the mantle lithosphere associated with the formation of the Archean Wyoming and 748	

Superior cratons was modified by subsequent tectonic activity, particularly the Laramide 749	
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Orogeny between 40-70 Ma. Widespread Laramide-associated lithospheric deformation – 750	

and possible modification of anisotropic structure, including reorientation of the fast axis, 751	

is plausible, given the evidence for lithospheric anisotropy associated with past 752	

orogenesis elsewhere in North America [e.g., the Appalachians; Long et al., 2016]. A 753	

third possible, if more speculative, explanation is that the processes associated with the 754	

formation of the Wyoming and Superior Cratons in the Archean differed from those 755	

operating in the Proterozoic, when the Granite-Rhyolite province was formed (along with 756	

other elements that today make up the core of continental North America). 757	

Differentiating among these possibilities will require detailed forward modeling of the 758	

individual station results, which will likely require the use of model space search 759	

approaches [e.g., Wirth et al., in revision] and is beyond the scope of this observational 760	

study. However, such modeling would likely lend insight into the anisotropic character of 761	

the lithosphere and the deformation processes responsible for producing such a complex 762	

mantle fabric and will be the focus of future efforts in the region. 763	

 764	

6. Summary 765	

We have presented anisotropic Ps receiver function analysis for a set of 13 long-766	

running stations in the Wyoming and Superior Provinces, and provided a detailed 767	

interpretation for a subset of six stations with the highest-quality data. Our results show 768	

evidence for significant complexity within the mantle lithosphere of the Wyoming and 769	

Superior Provinces and immediate surrounding areas. The application of the harmonic 770	

regression analysis technique to radial and transverse component RFs, binned as a 771	

function of backazimuth, allows us to isolate and identify contributions from apparently 772	
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isotropic velocity contrasts, dipping interfaces and/or dipping anisotropy, and contrasts in 773	

azimuthal anisotropy with depth. Our data do not support a model in which the MLD 774	

corresponds exactly to a sharp contrast in azimuthal anisotropy. Instead, beneath most 775	

stations our data require multiple (apparently) isotropic decreases in velocity with depth 776	

at depths internal to the lithosphere. The explanation for these discontinuities remains 777	

elusive, although our data appear to be most consistent with boundaries in composition 778	

within the lithosphere. In addition to requiring the presence of isotropic MLDs, our 779	

transverse component RF data indicate the presence of multiple layers of anisotropy in 780	

the mantle lithosphere beneath most stations. We find little evidence of regional 781	

consistency in inferred anisotropic structure among stations within, or across, adjacent 782	

Archean provinces. Instead, our results indicate a strongly heterogeneous mantle 783	

lithosphere with large lateral variations in azimuthal anisotropy, likely due to differences 784	

in deformation history. Future work will include detailed forward modeling of individual 785	

station results, allowing us to constrain the precise geometry of individual anisotropic 786	

layers. 787	
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 1122	

9. Figures 1123	

Figure 1. Overview of major tectonic features within the study area. The base map is a 1124	

simplified version of Archean and Proterozoic-aged basement features, modified from 1125	

Whitmeyer and Karlstrom [2007]. The thirteen stations for which Ps receiver functions 1126	

were calculated are marked according to network: US (inverted triangle), TA (square) 1127	

and CN (circle). Gray-filled station markers indicate that the results are included in 1128	

Figure 5.  1129	

 1130	

Figure 2. Distribution of events (red circles) used to calculate Ps receiver functions for 1131	

station RSSD (US). A total of 898 events from epicentral distances of 30°–100° were 1132	

used. 1133	

 1134	

Figure 3. (A) Cartoon drawings of models used to compute synthetic receiver functions 1135	
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shown in (B) and synthetic harmonic stacks in (C). Cases 1 and 2 (left and center) have 1136	

the same average velocity in the anisotropic layer as the layer in case 3 (right). (B) Radial 1137	

(top) and transverse (bottom) component Ps receiver functions, binned as a function of 1138	

back azimuth. (C) Top panel correspond to the modeled portion of the harmonic 1139	

expansion. The bottom panel corresponds to the portion of the Ps receiver functions that 1140	

cannot be modeled by the harmonic expansion. 1141	

 1142	

Figure 4. Summary of different stacking and plotting conventions for station RSSD. (A) 1143	

Single station stacked, radial component Ps receiver function. The Moho pick is shown in 1144	

cyan and the MLDs are shown in magenta. (B) Radial (top) and transverse (bottom) 1145	

component receiver functions binned as a function of back azimuth. Grey lines 1146	

correspond to anisotropic interfaces selected from the harmonic regression in (C). (C) 1147	

Top panel correspond to the modeled portion of the harmonic expansion. The bottom 1148	

panel corresponds to the portion of the Ps receiver function that cannot be modeled by the 1149	

harmonic expansion. Receiver functions are plotted as a function of delay time relative to 1150	

the theoretical arrival time for an interface at 90 km depth (assuming the AK135 1151	

background velocity model). The 90 km and 0 km marks are drawn as horizontal black 1152	

lines in all panels. (D) Transverse component Ps receiver function rose plots for inferred 1153	

anisotropic boundaries. 1154	

 1155	

Figure 5. Station-stacked, radial component Ps receiver functions shown in order from 1156	

west (left) to east (right). Y-axis is delay time (relative to direct-P arrival) in seconds. 1157	

Blue phases indicate positive amplitudes and correspond to a velocity increase with 1158	
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depth; red indicates negative amplitudes corresponding to a velocity decrease with depth. 1159	

Station names are shown along the top of the profile. The Moho picks (cyan) and 1160	

negative picks interpreted as MLDs (magenta) are shown and correspond to the delay 1161	

times listed in Table 1. 1162	

 1163	

Figure 6. Ps receiver functions binned as a function of harmonic expansion terms for 1164	

Wyoming Province stations EGMT, K22A and RSSD. Top panels correspond to the 1165	

modeled portion of the harmonic expansion. The bottom panels correspond to the portion 1166	

of the Ps receiver functions which cannot be modeled by the harmonic expansion. Both 1167	

the modeled (Top panels) and unmodeled (Bottom panels) receiver functions are plotted 1168	

as a function of delay time relative to the theoretical arrival time for an interface at 90 km 1169	

depth (assuming the AK135 background velocity model). The 90 km and 0 km marks are 1170	

drawn as horizontal black lines in all panels. The gray lines mark the location of 1171	

significant anisotropic boundaries and are labeled with the delay time relative to the 1172	

direct-P arrival. The same boundaries are also marked in the bottom panels of (B) in 1173	

Figures 7-9. Rose plots that display the transverse component RF energy as a function of 1174	

backazimuth for the time window associated with these boundaries are shown in Figure 1175	

15. Magenta bars correspond to approximate MLD arrival delay times (±0.5 seconds). 1176	

The cyan line corresponds to the Moho arrival.  1177	

 1178	

Figure 7. Ps receiver functions binned as a function of harmonic expansion terms for 1179	

Superior Province stations ECSD, ULM and AGMN. Plotting conventions are as in 1180	

Figure 6. The boundaries marked with gray lines on this figure are also marked in the 1181	
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bottom panels of (B) in Figures 10-12. Corresponding rose plots for these boundaries are 1182	

shown in Figure 15. 1183	

 1184	

Figure 8. Ps receiver functions for station EGMT stacked and binned as a function of (A) 1185	

epicentral distance and (B) backazimuth. (A) and (B, top panel) show radial component 1186	

RFs, while (B, bottom panel) shows transverse component RFs. Blue phases correspond 1187	

to a velocity increase with increasing depth, red phases correspond to a velocity decrease 1188	

with depth. (A) Horizontal cyan line marks the location of the inferred Moho arrival (see 1189	

Figure 5 and Table 1); magenta lines mark negative phases which may correspond to 1190	

MLDs (see Figure 5 and Table 1). The predicted arrival window for the first crustal 1191	

multiple is shown in semi-transparent blue at the bottom (~18 seconds at 30° epicentral 1192	

distance) of the figure. (B, bottom panel) Gray horizontal lines indicate the location of 1193	

anisotropic boundaries as inferred from the harmonic regression analysis shown in Figure 1194	

6. The rose diagrams for these boundaries are shown in Figure 15. 1195	

 1196	

Figure 9. Ps receiver functions for station K22A binned as a function of (A) epicentral 1197	

distance and and (B) back azimuth. In (A), the predicted arrival window for multiples 1198	

resulting from conversions at the base of a thick (2-4 km) sedimentary sequence are 1199	

shown in semi-transparent blue and red in the 2-6 seconds. All other plotting conventions 1200	

are as in Figure 8. 1201	

 1202	

Figure 10. Ps receiver functions for station RSSD binned as a function of (A) epicentral 1203	

distance and and (B) back azimuth. Plotting conventions are as in Figure 8. 1204	
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 1205	

Figure 11. Ps receiver functions for station ECSD binned as a function of (A) epicentral 1206	

distance and and (B) back azimuth. Plotting conventions are as in Figure 8. 1207	

 1208	

Figure 12. Ps receiver functions for station AGMN binned as a function of (A) epicentral 1209	

distance and and (B) back azimuth. Plotting conventions are as in Figure 8. 1210	

 1211	

Figure 13. Ps receiver functions for station ULM binned as a function of (A) epicentral 1212	

distance and and (B) back azimuth. Predicted crustal multiples arrivals are shown with 1213	

semi-transparent blue and red lines at 12-16 seconds. Plotting conventions are as in 1214	

Figure 8. 1215	

 1216	

Figure 14. Radial and transverse component Ps receiver functions, binned as a function 1217	

of back azimuth, and modeled and unmodeled portions of the harmonic expansion, 1218	

computed for five synthetic models, each containing two layers of anisotropy. Models 1-3 1219	

have a bottom layer with a fast axis oriented at an azimuth of 60° and a dip of 55°, and a 1220	

top layer dip of 0°. The azimuth of the top layer fast axis in Model 1 is 30°, 60° in Model 1221	

2, and 0° in Model 3. The fast axis orientation of the top layer in Models 4 & 5 is 0° 1222	

azimuth and 0° dip, while the bottom layer fast axis azimuth/dip in Model 4 is 60°/0° and 1223	

in Model 5 is 90°/0°. 1224	

 1225	

Figure 15. Transverse component Ps receiver function rose plots for inferred anisotropic 1226	

boundaries marked in Figures 6-12.  Stations are arranged from west to east; the vertical 1227	
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axis represents delay time (with respect to the direct P arrival time). Each individual rose 1228	

plot shows the transverse component amplitudes as a function of backazimuth at the 1229	

given delay time. For each station, the left-hand column rose plots correspond to the 1230	

observed amplitudes in the RF data, as shown in Figures 7-12. The right-hand column for 1231	

each station corresponds to the best fitting model for the given delay time computed from 1232	

the harmonic regression (Figures 5 and 6). Individual rose plots (data and model) were 1233	

normalized such that the maximum amplitude within each plot is equal to one.  The gray 1234	

boxes correspond to the delay time (± 0.5 seconds) of the MLD/LAB picks shown in 1235	

Figure 5 and listed in Table 1.  1236	

 1237	

Table 1. Table of inferred Moho and MLD delay time picks and approximate depths, 1238	

calculated assuming the AK135 velocity model, as shown on the stacked radial RFs in 1239	

Figure 5. The network and number of events used in the receiver function analysis are 1240	

also listed.  1241	
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Network Name # of Events time
1
 (sec) depth

2
 (km) time

1
 (sec) depth

2
 (km) time

1
 (sec) depth

2
 (km) time

1
 (sec) depth

2
 (km)

US AGMN 464 5.2 47 10.8 105 16.1 158

US BW06 967 4.3 39 11.3 110 14 137 16 157

US DGMT 604 6.8 59 9.5 92 15.2 149

US ECSD 449 5.4 50 13.8 135

US EGMT 731 5.3 49 7.6 72 11.4‐17.1 111‐168

TA K22A 588 6.2 58 8 76 15.3 150

US LAO 717 6.5 61 9.3 90 14.2 139

US RLMT 585 NA NA 8.2 78 12 117 16 157

US RSSD 898 5.7 53 9 86 14.2 139

CN ULM 573 3.9 35 6.5 61 8.6 82

US LKWY 823

TA MDND 421

TA SUSD 331

Note 1: Time corresponds to delay time relative to the direct‐P arrival

Note 2: Depth is estimated for a vertically incident wave, assuming AK135

Moho Negative/MLD
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